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Abstract: The paper presents a set of experimental analyses regarding acoustics characteristics of the low density cellulose
(LDC) composites in order to evaluate the availability of these materials for using within noise control applications (sound
absorption or barrier applications). Four types of LDC were considered, and two type of reference polymeric material as
expanded/extruded polystyrene (EPS/XEPS) was supposed in order to facilitate comparative analysis of the final results. The
experimental tests were developed based on laboratory setup containing two types of conventional impedance tubes, with
four-microphone configuration and anechoic termination. The evaluations of normal incidence transmission and reflection
coefficients, and a variety of other acoustical characteristics, fill the objective of this study. The experimental results denote
comparable performances between proposed LDC composites and reference polystyrene-based specimens.
Keywords: sound transmission loss, sound absorption, low density cellulose composites, noise control, experimental analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

This study deals with the area of new materials intended for enabling higher levels of noise control within the
sound absorption and barrier applications. Composites based on recycled materials, or from renewable sources,
gain much concerning in actual research within various science and engineering fields. As a direct consequence
of this trend, the nowadays research regarding the noise insulation serviceable solutions based on recycled
materials acquires leading positions.

Hereby, a few actual investigations regarding the researches within the area of recycled materials
utilization for acoustics insulation applications will be mentioned as follows. In works [1] the sound absorption
properties of different materials developed from ground polyurethane foam waste are studied. Examination of
the acoustical characteristics of a range of natural fibres has confirmed their effectiveness as porous sound
absorbers [2]. In the study [3], hemp concretes made of different binders and different kinds of particles were
characterized. The papers [4,5] presents an updated survey of the acoustical properties of sustainable materials
for noise control, either natural or recycled. The study [6] was performed to introduce new sound absorbing
materials and discuss their acoustical characteristics, looking also at the efficiency of sound absorber natural
(green materials) as an alternative to commercial materials. Stanciu et al. [7] investigate the variation curves for
acoustic properties of new materials made from mixture of wood particles and textile waste with different types
of binders. Iannace and Berardi [8] shown that plant fibers provide a valid raw material for making sound
absorbing panels at a reduced cost. The paper [9] presents research on developing new types of composite
materials, in order to improve the acoustic comfort of an enclosure, using several wastes (fir sawdust, beech
sawdust and particles of recycled rubber) and polyurethane binder as a matrix. In the work [10] was presented an
evaluation of the sustainability of certain traditional insulating materials that are largely used in building
acoustics, and presents the acoustic performances of alternative materials recommended for their “sustainable”
properties.

In particular, the cellulose fibres take hold of an important segment in acoustics insulation and noise
control theoretical and experimental research. Arenas et al. [11] used different samples of a single layer of loose-
fill cellulose insulation with different thicknesses and measured their sound absorption properties, the airflow
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resistivity and porosity for both dry and moist samples, and shown that sound absorption properties are similar to
those of the mineral fiber-based materials. In the works [12], a manufacturing procedure, originally devoted to
porous ceramic, is reused in order to obtain a hybrid acoustic absorber with both cellulose and silica aerogel.
Nguyen et al. [13] carried out investigations on green aerogels synthesized from recycled cellulose fibers. In
their study, Jahangiri et al. [14] analyzed freeze-dried foam-formed products using nanofibrillated fibres in terms
of sound absorption coefficient, and the results show that the acoustic properties of foam-formed materials using
nanofibrillated fires are much greater than the standard NBSK foam-papers.

Besides the actual studies regarding new solutions based on green and recycled materials, intended for
noise insulation, the applicable research within this area also acquire significant level. Hereby, theoretical and
experimental investigations regarding the composites from recycled materials utilization in order to control
sound insulation of noise pollutant technological places and equipments cabins was particularly presented in the
works [15,16,17,18].

This study presents a set of assessments based on experimental analyses regarding the transmission and
absorption coefficients of low density cellulose (LDC) composites, based on various percentage mixtures
between pure cellulose and recycled paper fibres. Four types of LDC were considered in order to produce the
basic composites, and two types of reference polymeric material as expanded/extruded polystyrene (EPS/XEPS)
was supposed, enabling the comparison within the final results.

2. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

For this experimental analysis, the authors had proposed some composites based on LDC, produced in foam laid
media, air dried freely at the room temperature for a time period between 24 and 48 hours [19]. No pressing
procedure was used. According with the notations within Figure 1, the probe codes have the meanings as
follows: (1) denotes the air dried foam fibre (ADFF) composite from 100% cellulose fibres with high purity, (4)
denotes ADFF composite with 50% cellulose fibres and 50% fibres from recycled paper, (3S) means the ADFF
composite based on 100% fibres from recycled paper. The fourth proposed composite LDC-based, coded (2C) –
see Fig.1(a) – is a cellulose composite produced by traditional papermaking process – formation and dewatering
– based on 100% fibres from recycled paper. The reference samples codes means EPS polymer (2) and XEPS
polymer (4) respectively – see Fig.1(b). In this study, for reference specimens will be used (EPS) and (XEPS)
codes respectively, in order to avoid confusions.

(a) (b)
Figure 1: Samples of LDC composites (a) and

reference samples based on EPS/XEPS (b) – see text for coding details

The experimental tests was developed using a laboratory setup based on two types of conventional
impedance tubes (see Fig. 2.a). Both tubes, with 100 and 28.5 mm diameter respectively, have four-microphone
setup configuration and floating anechoic termination. It was used the “two-load” method, based on two different
tube load, such as “nearly–anechoic” and free terminations respectively. Taking into account that the
experimental setups provide only four acquisition channels, the first microphone – the closed of noise source
within upstream tube – was considered as the reference. The procedure of experimental evaluation for both the
normal incidence transmission loss (STL) of the sample, and the other characteristic parameters was basically
derived from the one described in paper [20]. Some additional technical aspects regarding the use of the
impedance tube and the transfer matrix method approaches, in order to capture and to evaluate the acoustical
properties of a fibrous-type material, were also presented in the works [21,22,23]. Digital acquisition was
performed by using National Instruments 9233/9162® pair devices (see Fig.2.a), with PCB – 130E20 ICP®
Electret Array Microphone (see Fig.2.b), and computational processing was developed based on the Matlab®
software. A high sampling rate of 25 kHz was used in order to provide highest accuracy of acquired signals.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2: Experimental setup for sound transmission loss measurements:

the large/small tubes (a) and the acoustic transducer – microphone (b)

Based on the four acquired signals of sound pressure within upstream and downstream, respectively, of
the sample, it was evaluated a variety of parameters, such as the normal incidence sound transmission loss, the
normal incidence reflection and transmission coefficients, the normal incidence sound absorption of acoustic
material, the complex wave number, the surface normal impedance, and the characteristic impedance of the
specimen material, which enabling both global, and particular characterization of the LDC composite availability
to be used within noise control applications [20-23]. In this paper, the following characteristics were considered
for presentation: normal incidence transmission loss – in order to facilitate comparative analysis it was preferred
the fitted data graph, the normal incidence absorption and reflection coefficients, and the sound transmission loss
as average values for 1/3 octave band.

(a) (b)
Figure 3: Sound transmission loss within the large tube evaluations (a)

and the small tube evaluations (b) respectively

(a) (b)
Figure 4: Normal incidence absorption within the large tube evaluations (a)

and the small tube evaluations (b) respectively
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(a) (b)
Figure 5: Normal incidence reflection within the large tube evaluations (a)

and the small tube evaluations (b) respectively

(a)

(b)
Figure 6: Sound transmission loss in terms of average values for 1/3 Octave Band

based on the large tube evaluations (a) and the small tube evaluations (b) respectively

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Taking into account the global evolutions of acoustical coefficients it results a relative constancy of noise control
capacity for all the tested materials. The previous observation can be exemplified in terms of high transmission
loss (STL) in the range of 10...1000 Hz, with maintaining constant values (35...45 dB) for frequencies greater
than 1000 Hz, shown in Fig. 3 diagrams in respect with frequency, as well as in Fig. 6 diagrams in respect with
1/3 octave band. In addition, a general increasing trend of normal incidence absorption coefficient (), in the
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same time with a decreasing trend of normal incidence reflection coefficient (R) can be deducted from the Figs.
4 and 5. These concluding remarks put into the evidence a qualitative comparative analysis of the experiments.

On the other hand, a quantitative comparative investigation of acoustical coefficients in Figs. 3...6
reveals a relative grouping trend of materials. Hereby, the STL coefficients of reference specimens (EPS and
XEPS) acquire greater values for almost frequency range of analysis, followed by (2C) sample, which provides
much closed STL values for low frequencies (< 200 Hz) and also in the range of 2...4 kHz. In the same time,
STL coefficients of composites (1), (4) and (3S) acquire 5...10 dB less values in the range of 100...1500 Hz. The
grouping trend was mostly dignified for  and R coefficients (see Figs. 4 and 5).

However, it had to be mentioned that LDC-based composites provide differentiate behaviour depending
on particular frequency range. Thus, the (3S) composite have a relative constant 5 dB STL level upper the (1)
and (4) into the 300...1300 Hz domain. The (4) sample provide the best performances (in terms of STL) for
1500...2000 and 5500...6000 Hz domains. For frequencies lower than 4000 Hz the (2C) composite acquires
higher or about equal at least STL level than the others LDC-based composites, but for frequencies greater than
4000 Hz this material becomes a bad solution. The reference specimens (EPS) and (XEPS), initially adopted in
order to enable a suitable comparative analysis between proposed composites and “classical” materials, has been
provided better performances – in terms of STL and R – for almost analyzed frequency range, but the LDC-
based composites has been proved closely characteristics with the references, being here and there up to them.

4. CONCLUSION

The main conclusion of this works, according the previously mentioned results and discussions, dignify the
availability level of the composites based on LDC, to supply a very suitable solution for noise control, sound
absorption and barrier applications. Authors’ future researches in this area will be focused on increasing the
utilization level of fibres from recycled paper within the composites solutions, maintaining or reaching higher
values of sound insulation and noise absorption parameters. The presented experimental research were
performed for only three types of novelty foam-formed composites LDC-based, useable as kernel material for
noise control solutions, thus that the next investigations will be directed to provide a practical sandwich-type
composite, with LDC-based core and environmental influences protective layers, being able to be adopted for
both indoor, and outdoor applications.
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